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I  -  INTRODUCTION

For nearly 20 years, ELECTRONIQUE SERGE DASSAULT has been developing several
data acquisition systems, in particular in-flight test systems, excluding sensors, means for
recording on magnetic tape and transmission by telemetry processes (Figure 1).

It may be noted in passing that these systems have been named EMMANUEL, SAMUEL,
RACHEL and DANIEL (Figure 2).

These systems have allowed the control of in-flight testing for numerous aeronautical
programmes both civilian and military, such as for the recent FALCON 900 and MIRAGE
2000 programmes.

The tests undertaken related to the performance characteristics of the aircraft itself and,
especially during the last few years, the performance characteristics of the airborne
avionics.

Present and future in-flight test requirements have spurred ELECTRONIQUE SERGE
DASSAULT to undertake the design and development of a revised DANIEL System,
referred to as the system of the nineties : DANIEL 90.

II  -  CRITERIA AND REFLEXIONS

To reach an appropriate definition of the DANIEL system rebuild, ELECTRONIQUE
SERGE DASSAULT, assisted by its main customers such as AVIONS MARCEL
DASSAULT - BREGUET AVIATION, has striven to define criteria and also to analyze
reflexions relating to its past experience.

These considerations are certainly not exhaustive, but they reveal certain points which
appear to be essential.

Among these points, the following two have particularly influenced the Company’s action :

- continuity in the development of test means,

- the necessity of a bridge with other developments.



2.1.  CRITERIA (Figure 3)

These criteria, as listed in Figure 3, are based on the following three principles :

- continuity with formerly developed systems,

- the use of the most appropriate techniques available at the time,

-  possibility of future development.

The in-flight test means market is indeed relatively narrow.

One of the consequences of this is that investment in such developments for both the
manufacturer and user is generally high compared with production costs.

To this should be added the fact that requirements expressed by users are extremely
diversified as a function of :

- the complexity of final development, especially for the avionics,

- the specificity of each user regarding both methods and operating means employed.

2.2.  REFLEXIONS (Figure 4)

Normally, the development of a new product is the time to make a consensus for the
purpose of defining the product. These reflexions are naturally related to past experience in
order to avoid the pitfalls inherent in the life of a product.

The following three themes of reflexion have in particular been analyzed:

- requirements,

- design,

- technology.

2.2.1.  REQUIREMENTS

Some ten years ago, the acquisition of individual measurements was still preponderant and
more often was performed in analogue form.



It is certain that parameters specifically relating to aircraft testing (fuselage, engine, etc.)
are still indispensable. But the last few years have seen a considerable increase in
requirements for avionics testing, whose parameters to be acquired are essentially in digital
form.

This tendency of increasing the number of digital parameters will only increase in the
coming years.

The development of digital sensors and the digitizing of parameters such as vibration or
video will contribute to accentuating this tendency, not only with regard to their number
but also with regard to data rates in numbers of words per unit time.

Another consideration has also appeared during these last few years and which may be
called conditional acquisition.

This type of acquisition is met, for example, on data buses or point-to-point digital links
(masking, sorting, identification words, etc.) or again at the level of temporal correlation of
events.

2.2.2.  CONCEPT

The concept of test means is often highly specialized, resulting in products having their
individual life with everything that this implies at the industrial level.

It is completely normal that the objectives and requirements imposed on this type of
equipment be specific. But when pushed to the extreme limit, this specificity, if it leads to
the industrial isolation of products, is not inducive of a harmonious industrial life for these
products.

ELECTRONIQUE SERGE DASSAULT has thus striven to relate either completely or in
part the development of test means to that of the operational equipment produced by the
Company. This approach has the advantage of ensuring a certain degree of perenniality .

2.2.3.  TECHNOLOGY

As everybody knows, technology is progressing both constantly and very quickly. This is
so true that some people affirm maliciously that an equipment is already obsolete on the
drawing board.



Remembering the economic considerations emphasized in paragraph 2.1, it may be argued
that :

- it is difficult to avoid the consequences of discontinued manufacture of components and
overcoming this at least cost is a constant worry,

- it is frustrating to be unable to take advantage of technological progress without
completely remodelling products.

III  DANIEL 90 ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of the DANIEL 90 system is derived directly from that of modern
avionics systems.

In direct line with previous developments, the DANIEL 90 system has been designed
around the DIGIBUS, which is the bus specified by the French inter-arm standard
GAM-T-101 widely used for many programmes both at home and abroad.

3.1.  GENERAL PRESENTATION (Figure 5)

As seen in Figure 5, different types of remote terminals known as “AUXILIARIES” are
connected to the system bus for performing the following functions :

- management (AGP),

- acquisition (ACC, ACB, etc.),

- utilities (ACV, VCP).

Contrary to the management and utility auxiliaries, several of each type of acquisition
auxiliary may be connected to the system bus.

In addition, most of the acquisition auxiliaries have an independent mode of operation not
imposing the use of a system bus such as in the case of test installations for the acquisition
of small quantities of information.

The acquisition auxiliaries are either specialized, such as :

- the ACC, which receives analogue or pseudo-digital parameters,

- the ACB, which receives messages over various types of digital bus,



or mixed, such as :

- the ACNA, which behaves as an ACC and ACB for half of their respective acquisition
capacities.

Certain of these acquisition auxiliaries receive the data to be acquired directly, such as the
ACB or ACP.

Others receive such data via formerly developed equipment, such as the ACC, which uses
UAMs produced by the SFIM Company and the UAGSs of the earlier DANIEL system.

All the acquisition auxiliaries are connected to the system bus via the same standard
coupler (COS) widely used in other programmes.

All the acquisition auxiliaries use the same transit coupler (CAM) widely employed in
other programmes.

Finally, all auxiliaries except for the program load unit (VCP) use the same processing
unit, widely employed in other programmes.

3.2.  BRIEF INDIVIDUAL DESCRIPTION

This description, which can only be brief within the framework of the present paper,
relates to :

- the equipment,

- the software,

- the DANIEL PCM message.

3.2.1.  EQUIPMENT

Refer to Figures 6 to 13.

3.2.2.  SOFTWARE

The software packages comprise :

- the software integral with the equipment and used during the acquisition phases this is
the “in-flight software”,



- the software integral with the equipment and used for memorizing in the AGP the
parameters specific to the current acquisition campaign as well as for system
maintenance ; this is the “on-ground software”,

- the software run in a data-processing centre for generating the parameters specific to
each acquisition campaign ; this is the “utility software”.

3.2.2.1.  IN-FLIGHT SOFTWARE

The in-flight software comprises the general software packages common to the ACs and
the AGP :

- Power application and equipment self-test software,

- process timing software.

It also comprises software specific to each equipment.

- For the AGP :
- system bus control mode management,

- PCM message management,

- transfer from the protected memory of parameters specific to the current test
campaign to the random-access memories of the AGP and ACs.

- For the Acs :

- system bus remote terminal mode management,

- management of couplers specific to each AC by means of parameters specific to the
current test campaign,

- updating in the random-access memory of specific parameters.

3.2.2.2.  ON-GROUND SOFTWARE

By means of an input-output unit (Program Load Unit) connected to the AGP or an
independent AC, this software :

- loads into protected memory the parameters specific to the recording to be made,



- reads and writes memory words in the AGP and independent Acs,

- initiates programs in the independent ACs and the AGP.

3.2.2.3.  UTILITY SOFTWARE

This software generates information specific to a test.

This is performed by means of :

- descriptives of the acquisition channels,

- the measurements requested (channels, type, frequency, etc.).

This software determines whether or not the required measurements are possible and then
generates :

- descriptive files to be loaded into the protected memory of the AGP (“utility
programs”),

- a listing resulting from the generation of these files,

- an operating file to facilitate on-ground analysis of the PCM recordings.

3.2.3.  DANIEL PCM MESSAGE (Figure 14)

The DANIEL PCM message consists of 512 16-bit word cycles. The words generated by
the DANIEL 90 system are transmitted with least significant bits leading.

The data rate of this message lies between 1000 and 32,000 words per second.

3.2.3.1.  COMPOSITION OF A DANIEL CYCLE

Each cycle consists chronologically of :

- 2 synchronization words, i.e. 32 bits “7565256A” (in hexadecimal form),

- 1 word indicating the program number,



- 1 time word of most significant bits which in fact duplicates the time word of most
significant bits of the first zone stored during this cycle. It may, for example, be used
for fast search,

- a series of variable-length zones arranged in the chronological order of appearance of
the first words of each, a zone never being amputated,

- words “8000” (in hexadecimal form) to fill out the cycle length to 512.

Some cycles consist only of words “8000” (except for the synchronization words).

3.2.3.2.  COMPOSITION OF A DANIEL ZONE

Each zone contains :

- 1 zone identification word,

- 2 time words (a time word of most significant bits and a time word of least significant
bits),

- a series of words representing the parameter values.

Remark  :  Zone identification word.

The 16 bits of this word are assigned as follows :

- the least significant byte (20 to 27) is a zone identification code,

- bits 26 and 27 are systematically “1s”,

- the next 64 codes are allocated to the zones,

- bits 28 to 214 represent the zone length in 16-bit words, including the identification word
and the two time words (4 < zone length < 127 ) ,

- bit 215 is a bit indicating the zone occupation status :

* 215 = “0” &> zone “full”, i.e. completely occupied.

* 215 = “1” &> zone “empty”, i.e. not completely occupied. A zone indicated as being
empty contains at least one significant piece of information (or transfer)
(the first).
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